A CONFERENCE DESIGNED TO
EDUCATE AND EMPOWER WOMEN

FRIDAY, MAY 17TH
8:00AM — 5:00PM

THE MUSEUM OF FLIGHT
9404 EAST MARGINAL WAY SOUTH
SEATTLE, WA 98108

$189 includes:
› 1 CE credit
› Light breakfast and lunch
› Complimentary Portraits

LIMITED NUMBER OF SPACES
REGISTER AT:
GONZAGA.EDU/WOMENLEAD

MASTERS OF CEREMONIES
Falesha Ankton Johnson
Associate Director of Development, West Coast
Michael G. Foster School of Business
University of Washington

WORKSHOPS:
Mindfulness
Females & Feedback
Creating Inclusive Cultures
LinkedIn Strategies for Reputation Management

EXECUTIVE CASE STUDY:
The Power of Storytelling in Your Personal Leadership Message

OPENING KEYNOTE
RACHELLE STRAWTHER & SHERRI LYNCH
CO-FOUNDERS OF WOMEN LEAD
From California’s gender quota laws to recent research on gender in the workplace, Rachelle and Sherri will highlight the studies, events and stories that have shaped 2018.

AFTERNOON KEYNOTE
ERIN JONES
INDEPENDENT EDUCATION AND SYSTEMS CONSULTANT AND PUBLIC SPEAKER
Erin Jones has been involved in and around schools for the past 26 years. She has taught in a variety of environments and will be discussing how to be more inclusive of women on the margins.